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“Whoever fights monsters should see to it that in the process he does not become a monster. And if you gaze long enough into 
an abyss, the abyss will gaze back into you.” 

 
 

-Friedrich Nietzsche 
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There is a place inside my mind that doesn’t belong. It is overruling and underrated all at once; it is the place that I try 

my best to ignore. I make excuses, satiating its unspoken need to flee recognition and stalk, unseen, so that I don’t have to 

claim those things that define me in their darkness. I cage the wild beast that tugs at my heart, and it doesn’t like it. It wants 

to be used. It wants to be leashed, claimed, and ruled, so that it can make its viciousness my courage. 

What if it succeeds? 

I will use bricks instead. I will build them up solidly, block by reassuring block, until a garrison stands guard and only 

the curious battering of my heart against the drying mortar can be heard. 

You see, there is safety in simplicity… in a life of simple peace, where the electricity doesn’t dance across the backs of my 

eyelids, and the sparks don’t slither over my consciousness. Only asinine peace, where my paintings don’t seem to paint 

themselves, leaving me with terrible feelings of premonition and a chill beneath my fingernails.  

Peace. 

I made vicious strokes with the brush, ignoring the paint that splattered to the floor, marking my 

sneakers.  I didn’t even know what colour the shoes were supposed to be—black, or dark blue, maybe. It 

didn’t matter. I had bought them at a garage sale years ago, and they barely even fit anymore.  

The watercolour outlines dripped down the paper and I flicked the brush onto a rickety wooden table 

beside me, reaching forward to smudge the paint into place with my fingers.  The table was propped up 

with two good legs and one half of a broken baseball bat, and it housed all of the brushes that I was currently 

abandoning in lieu of my fingers. I made soft flicks upwards and coaxing, easy nudges toward where I 

wanted the paint to stain. People generally didn’t understand this thing that I did. They didn’t understand 

how it could look like I was damaging my art into existence. Every one of my works should have been a 

mess by the time I finished with them, but instead they grew into delicate and precise visions. Then again… 

people consisted of my little brother Tariq, my dead mother, and my art teacher—Quillan. Nobody else cared.  

The first coat finished, I quickly washed my brushes and tipped them all into an empty jar. I shucked 

my painting shirt—an old sweatshirt of Tariq’s—and pulled the plain blouse that I had thrown off earlier 
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over my tank. I didn’t waste any effort on my hair, I didn’t bother with any fancy makeup and I didn’t check 

to see if my blouse was inside out, back-to-front or rent clear down the middle.  

I simply grabbed my book bag and left the garage in my chameleon sneakers.  

The garage door groaned as I pulled it down, protesting all the way until it landed with a sighing whump 

against the concrete. After it was locked, I re-hid the key under a rock in one of the bushes to the side. I 

had gradually turned the space into an art studio over the last two years, and my father still hadn’t noticed. 

I didn’t know why I bothered hiding the key in the same place. Habit? What would happen if he 

spontaneously decided to take a stroll around the boundaries of our underwhelming, insignificant rectangle 

of land? Even though the alcohol pumped through his system thicker than blood, he still had a brain in his 

head, and it still worked—at least half of the time. He might not remember that we owned a garage, but he 

would certainly know what one looked like.  

I should probably move the key. 

My progress toward the small, double-storey, faded-brick house was marked with caution, my eyes 

flicking occasionally up to the half-open windows, examining the torn curtains that snaked outside to tangle 

with the faint morning breeze. I planted myself by the window to the kitchen for a moment, but didn’t hear 

any activity. The house seemed to be sleeping, but then again, our house always seemed to be sleeping. Not 

that anyone had ever asked me, but I was firmly of the opinion that it was the quiet things in life that 

boasted the most menace: the silent people, the unspoken words… the sleeping houses. Deeming it safe, I 

entered through the front door and passed by the cracked linoleum and water-stained walls that decorated 

the kitchen, climbing the staircase to the second landing. As soon as my father’s snore shook through the 

house I relaxed and ran the rest of the way to Tariq’s bedroom. Tipping the door open, I peeped inside. 

“Hey.” I stared at the back of his head, a shaggy mess of dark hair reminding me that I needed to give 

him another haircut. “We have to go. You ready?” 

He turned, his eyes still glued to whatever he had been reading, and nodded without actually looking at 

me. “Yeah, sure. Ready.” He spoke lowly, almost a whisper.  

I rolled my eyes and pushed myself further into the room, easily grabbing the book from him. “Pay 

attention,” I admonished.  

“Sorry.” He unfolded himself and stood, suddenly looking down at me, rewarding me with a dopey 

smile. He ruffled up my hair with a hand. “Is the beast still asleep?” 

The brief flash of comfortable happiness drained out of me in an instant, but I turned so that he didn’t 

have to see it. I nodded, and he left it at that. We descended the stairs and gravitated toward the kitchen. 

There was an apple left over from the small collection of fresh fruit that I had bought the week before. 

Nothing else. Tariq searched anyway, like he did every morning.  

“Where’d the crackers go?” he asked, smacking the last cupboard closed a little too heavily.  
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We both paused, waiting.  

“Gone,” I said, after another snore rumbled down the stairs. 

“Have you eaten anything?” He narrowed his green eyes on me.  

I hated when he gave me that look. He had been doing it too often lately, like he could tell every time I 

lied to him. He was supposed to be the younger sibling.  

“Yes,” I lied, turning away from him. “I got up early to do some painting.” 

“Oh really?” This seemed to brighten him up, and he dropped an arm over my shoulders as we moved 

toward the front of the house. He began to munch on the apple. “I’m glad, Seph. I was worried there for 

a bit.” 

His words had been spoken casually, but I could tell that he was both relieved and tense in significant 

measures. I knew because I felt the same way. We walked to the roadside, and I fell quiet again. He didn’t 

mind so much; he was used to me not talking. We jogged to the end of the road and then picked our way 

over the crumbling fence of the old council meeting hall. My mother’s beat-up old sedan was parked on 

the overgrown grass, safe from my father. He had already crashed his own car too many times, and since 

he refused to look at anything that used to belong to my mother, he didn’t seem to care that her car had 

gone missing. Most likely he either forgot that we used to own a second car, or he thought that someone 

had stolen it. If he knew that we were using it, he would have sold it by now.  

I unlocked it, slid behind the wheel and tossed my bag over to the backseat while Tariq took care of the 

side gate. There wasn’t much point in keeping it padlocked, but at least it was a mild defence for anyone 

who wanted to steal the car and didn’t happen to have bolt cutters or a lock pick in their backpack. The 

drive to school attempted to console me with its own brand of routine; Tariq hummed softly to the crackled 

music over the radio and I stared ahead, stoic.  

I hadn’t touched paint for almost a month, but that morning something had changed, and I wasn’t sure 

if I liked the sudden turnabout. I loved painting, sure, but I didn’t love things happening all of a sudden 

without tangible reason. Especially since the sudden burst of creativity had ending in me painting our house 

burning to the ground. A lone figure had hunched by the roadside to witness the flames, and I didn’t know 

if any of my family burned within. It was an empty dream, and I had abandoned the painting without a 

second thought, starting on another.  

I parked at school and Tariq flashed me a parting grin, already flying across the parking lot to meet up 

with his friends. I envied his laugh as it carried to where I still sat, but I couldn’t begrudge his happy act. 

School was his escape. I grabbed my bag, slipped out of the car and locked up, my mind snagging with 

inexplicable nervousness as I started across the lot.  

Perhaps I shouldn’t have painted that morning.  

Perhaps I should have eaten at least half of the apple.  
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Perhaps I should have taken better care of my sneakers.  

Perhaps I should have moved the key. 

Perhaps… 

I didn’t hear the car until it was too late, and instead of spinning away, I turned toward it. There was no 

particular reason, other than it had shocked me. Maybe my instincts were broken. I caught sight of the face 

behind the wheel, bright blue eyes and a mouth open mid-shout. I still didn’t turn and I still didn’t run. I 

didn’t even flinch.  

The boy had hit the brakes and the car was skidding. An arm hooked around me in the instant before 

the car would have hit me, tilting the world off-kilter as I was spun around and propelled forwards. I fell 

to the ground, a heavy mass dropping over my back. Someone grunted in my ear, a car door slammed, and 

then all of the feeling swept back into me. There was no pain, but I was shaking so hard that my bones 

were threatening to dislodge, and whoever was slumped over me was cursing roughly. Footsteps 

approached, pulling him up. His arm tightened around my waist and he pulled me with him. I scrambled 

to my feet, my face twisting with mortification as the students started to gather. Some guy had his phone 

out and was recording us, or taking pictures.  

I mumbled a curse, glancing at the two people who stood before me as I backed away.  

The driver was angry—no, furious. The one who had fallen with me was grimacing in pain. I didn’t 

examine them anymore than that, my brain too shocked to absorb excess information, but I got the 

impression of broadness and height from the both of them. They were probably on the football team and 

I’d just pissed off one of them and injured the other. Now I’d have the whole jock scene on my back. I 

tried to control my reaction, but I was stuttering. Without thinking, I stumbled back another step, and then 

another.  

The driver matched my retreat with a step forward but the other boy held him back, words mumbled 

beneath his breath. Maybe it was his anger, but I couldn’t look away from the driver. A moment more, and 

he began to gain definition in my frazzled mind. His eyes were delicate and fierce all at once, like orbs of 

porcelain sharpened to angry peaks. The colour reminded me of the unreachable point on the horizon 

where the blue of an ocean morphs with a balmy summer sky, forming a formidable wall of turquoise. I 

could sense the turbulence roiling beneath, and the glare of brilliance reflecting off the surface. I flinched 

away from him, focussing on the injured one. 

“I’m sorry.” I managed to force the words from my throat. They came out a croak, too weak. 

He opened his mouth to speak, but I spun on my heel, hurrying off before my shaking legs could 

collapse beneath me. I could still feel the glare of his eyes, and the image of them was seared so firmly into 

my brain that it seemed like my neurotransmitters had gone and printed propaganda posters of him to hang 

up around the place. His eyes, like those of the driver, had been memorable. They had briefly reminded me 

of the spill of rich coffee, heady amber alcohol or pulled toffee. In short: addictive, and brown. Maybe it 
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was the adrenaline, but what details I had noticed wouldn’t dislodge from my brain. Usually eye-colour was 

simple: blue, green, brown; flat, distinctive; light, dark. Was the sudden distinction of their features my own 

fault, or theirs? 

Someone shouted out, but I didn’t catch the word. I broke into a run.  

Once I was inside the halls I ducked through the masses of people, blessedly invisible once again. I 

disappeared inside the bathroom and shoved myself into a stall, collapsing immediately.  

Car… eyes… could have died… my panic tried to manifest in thought, but the words tumbled over 

themselves in their haste to be examined, and I ended up clutching my head until the racket quieted.  

I stayed like that until the bell rang, and then I forced myself to my feet. I splashed cold water on my 

face and ran to homeroom, heading toward the back row of seats with my head down. Mr. Thomas was 

already there, but he didn’t even seem to notice me as I sat down. After a few minutes, the door opened 

again and Mr. Thomas paused this time and looked over. The class fell silent and my heart thudded against 

my ribs, beating a pattern of trepidation. The boy with golden-brown eyes walked in, handing a note over.  

He was a new student—of course—but Mr. Thomas didn’t bother introducing him; he looked at the 

note, frowned, and crossed his arms. “You’re late, Cabe.” 

Cabe’s smile stretched, becoming easy and charming. Despite the fact that it wasn’t aimed at me, I found 

myself almost relaxing. It had that effect.  

“I got hit by my brother’s car.” He said it like the whole incident amused and perplexed him all at the 

same time.  

There was a scattering of laughter about the classroom, and I wasn’t surprised that most of the kids 

already seemed to know about the parking lot incident. The gossip mill was a mysterious system to me—it 

existed independently of whatever link in the chain I might have been able to provide, but I’d born witness 

to its velocity and power all the same. 

“You look fine to me.” Mr. Thomas didn’t sound too impressed. He turned and scanned the small 

congregation of students all staring at Cabe and whispering to each other like a singular organismic blob of 

secrets and judgements—all breathing and exhaling together as one festering thing—and then he waved a 

casual hand at… me. “There’s an empty seat next to Seraph over there, don’t be late again.” 

No there isn’t! 

My head snapped up and my spine straightened in an almost painful way, my teeth clamping together. 

Cabe looked toward the seat, and then his eyes shifted directly to me, pausing. The reaction was brief 

enough that I almost missed it: a slight arch to his brow, a curve of the lip, and then he was moving. Every 

other person tracked his progress as he sank into the seat and turned his attention to the front. I glared at 

the wall behind Mr. Thomas’s head as he worked to get the attention of the class again. I didn’t move until 

the bell rang for the next period, and then I jerked out of my seat, hastily gathering my books. I was ready 
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to race out of the door before anyone else, but a tanned hand slapped lightly against my desk, and that was 

all it took. I stopped like he had concreted my shoes to the floor and blinked at his hand. He didn’t move, 

didn’t speak, until the students filed out.  

The hand was broad and long-fingered; clean nails, cut short. It moved toward me, a gentle touch at the 

base of my elbow.  

“Are you okay?” His voice had a slight accent, becoming more pronounced with his soft tone. I couldn’t 

pinpoint it, like it didn’t belong to any one place in particular. The most likely scenario was that his parents 

travelled a lot.  

My eyes snapped up, quickly taking in his face. His jaw was sharply prominent, his skin a dark tan that 

contrasted heavily with his white button-down shirt. His hair was dark brown, shorter on the sides and 

flopping over his forehead in soft curls. His brows were elegant, arching with masterful shadow to draw 

together a darkly appealing mien, softened by the hint of amusement that he attempted to hide from me. I 

would have labelled him a typical romance-book-Adonis, if not for the gentle humour that radiated off him. 

He wouldn’t have been able to muster a brood to save his life.  

I was staring at him, not answering, and Mr. Thomas had finished gathering his paperwork. “Hurry it 

along you two,” he prompted, heading for the door.  

“May I walk you?” Cabe asked, his eyes warm and full of gentle question.  

I managed a nod and he steered me for the door, maintaining a slight touch at my elbow. It switched to 

my back as we cleared the classroom, hovering but not really touching. It caught me off-balance, sending a 

foreign trickle of feeling along my skin—like someone had gently scratched up my spine with a bristly 

leaf—and causing my step to falter.  

“Your name is Seraph?” He had to hunch over a little bit to speak to me, and he still seemed amused 

by something. 

I flinched. “Yes, my name is Seraph, and no, my parents weren’t on drugs.” I muttered the last part 

under my breath, not in the mood for anyone to make fun of my name today.  

His smile widened. “I like it. If they weren’t on drugs then…” he trailed off, waiting for me to fill in the 

gaps.  

“Blame it on whimsy.”  

I kept my eyes fixed to the floor out of habit, and my hair sipped over my shoulder. The sleepy curls 

were tangled, forming an intricate, dark curtain to separate us. I didn’t push the barrier away, instead relieved 

that I could no longer feel his stare, as gentle and amused as it was. There was something different about 

this boy and his brother, and I had more than enough experience with different to know that it wasn’t always 

a good thing. He didn’t speak all the way to my next class, and it took that long for me to realise that he 

had pulled me out of the way of a moving car, and taken the brunt himself. I glanced sideways, slowing 
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down with the door to my class in sight. He paused, and I risked a peek at his face.  

“You’re not hurt.” It was more a statement, but I asked it like I feared the answer anyway.  

He hesitated, and then brushed the hair from my face, tucking it behind my ear. My face flamed bright 

despite the strange scratchy feeling that accompanied his touch, and he turned to face me fully. Other 

students were passing behind his back, slowing down as we had, peering at the two of us curiously. He 

seemed to be angling his broad shoulders in just the right way to hide me from them.  

“No, the car had almost stopped by the time it hit us.” 

I nodded, focusing on his feet. “Thank you.” 

The hallway cleared. He backed off me a little bit and I found myself meeting his eyes. 

“Knew you had it in you somewhere, Seraph. You’re welcome.” He smiled and spun on his heel, walking 

away with his hands stuffed into his pockets and a whistle floating casually down the hallway after him.  

I watched as he disappeared around the corner before I ducked into my class. I barely heard anything 

through the next two classes, and soon found myself curled onto a bench on the outskirts of the cafeteria, 

my stomach grumbling. My tablemate was a younger boy with freckles and sandy blond hair. He didn’t 

speak to me and I didn’t speak to him. It was the way we worked. I knew that his name was Matthew, 

because it was scrawled on his notebook.  

Cabe and his brother weren’t hard to spot; they were sitting centre stage, surrounded by the popular 

kids. I knew, realistically, that the whole cafeteria floor was one giant, level slab, but my eyes seemed to be 

tricking me into seeing them elevated in the centre of the room. Even the dim Seattle sunlight was spilling 

in from the cafeteria windows at just the right angle to bathe them in a natural halo of golden superiority. 

Lilly—one of the cheerleaders—was perched on the arm of the driver’s chair, while another girl framed 

Cabe on the other side. Cabe was entertaining everyone within hearing distance, easily, casually, like he 

didn’t know what out-of-your-element even meant. Everyone seemed to hang off his every word—laughing 

uproariously in all the right places—except his brother, who just looked bored. I watched as Cabe told 

another apparent joke, causing one of the football guys to lose control and fall out of his chair, knocking 

over a passing girl. I wasn’t entirely sure how, but his hands found their way up her skirt and then her 

chocolate milk found its way into his face. Cabe laughed at the spectacle, but his brother watched it all 

without blinking an eye.  

I tried to shrink back into myself, hoping that my clothing would suddenly grow several sizes and 

swallow me up, but it wasn’t long until Cabe found me, and somehow I knew that he would. He smiled at 

me the way you would smile at a crazy person that you didn’t want to frighten away, and then leaned over 

and said something to his brother, who flicked his eyes up and found me, automatically. Immediately. Like 

he had a stupid homing beacon or something. I flinched back with the suddenness of the movement and 

focussed on the table in front of me.  
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Matthew glanced up from his iPad before nudging something into the centre of the table: an untouched 

peanut butter sandwich. All thoughts of Cabe and his brother were swept from my mind, and I stared at 

the sandwich, my stomach cramping up almost violently.  

“Go on,” Matthew said casually, like it was no big deal. He did this sometimes, but I’d never hesitated 

before now.  

I muttered my thanks and reached for it, barely tasting it before it was gone. My stomach knotted 

painfully, either from how hungry the sandwich had made me, or the fact that I hadn’t eaten in days… I 

didn’t know. I pressed a hand against the pain, waiting for nausea to roll through me. Every few months I 

went so long without eating that my first meal for days would make me nauseous.  

The bell rang and students dragged their feet, prolonging their conversations like they actually had 

important things that needed to be discussed. I stared at the tabletop as Matthew left quietly and the 

cafeteria gradually emptied. I heard Tariq’s laugh somewhere and it lifted me and stabbed me all at once. 

Once I was sure that I wasn’t going to be sick, I gathered my stuff and started to slide out of the booth 

seat. Or at least I tried to.  

There was a person blocking the exit.  

Stormy blue eyes arrested me, and I paused, half-raised from the seat. On some level I recognised that 

Cabe was standing next to his brother, but I was too focussed on the boy standing before me. I didn’t 

understand how they were related; Cabe was an angel dressed in devilish features, and his brother was the 

very opposite. He brimmed with the kind of roiling emotion that possessed enough force to hint at 

imminent explosive action—even though I suspected that he was usually in perfect control. Maybe it was 

the very harsh styling of his hair: the pure and untarnished gold was pulled back and forced into streamlined 

compliance, darker or lighter in some places, giving the impression that it would shift tint in different lights. 

His skin was pale, a smooth and unblemished canvas to frame the splash of blue vibrancy held in his gaze. 

He was similar in build to Cabe, but a few inches shorter and a little wider at the shoulders. I narrowed my 

eyes on the shirtfront before me, and then dropped my eyes to the accompanying pants. They were dressed 

more formally than the other students, and much much nicer. I didn’t exactly have an eye for quality, but 

even I knew that I could have probably traded in my mum’s old car for one of their outfits.  

No wonder the other kids idolised them already. People this good-looking shouldn’t be walking around 

in daylight like they had nothing better to do than pretend to be normal like the rest of us.  

“You’re right,” the brother said. “She doesn’t talk much. Is she still in shock?” 

I raised myself further out of the seat and shuffled to the end, stepping out. This brought me almost 

chest-to-chest with the brother, but I wasn’t going to stick around to find out what they wanted. I slung 

my bag over my shoulder, shot Cabe a defiant look—because he wasn’t so scary to look at—and started to 

move off. Cabe stepped forward, blocking me.  

“Her name is Seraph, and she’s right there. All…” he cocked his head “five feet of her. Ask her 
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yourself.” 

I made to go the other way, but the brother shot a hand forward, anchoring it against the back of the 

bench seat. I was boxed in.  

“Seraph?” the brother questioned, his eyes on me.  

I didn’t know if he was questioning my name, or questioning me.  

“Yes?” I tried to stare at my feet, but the brother was too close to me. I ended up staring at his stomach.  

His fingers caught my chin, lifting my head up. I jumped at the touch, and he blinked, surprised. The 

same feeling that had assuaged me at Cabe’s touch now radiated from his brother’s fingers, spreading over 

my neck and heating my cheeks.  

Cabe chuckled. “You idiot, Noah. You scared her again.” 

“Can’t help it.” Noah sounded angry. “I almost ran you over his morning.” He directed this at me, his 

eyes flicking over my face, and then lower, cataloguing all of me.  

“Yes.” I lifted my chin, forcing his eyes back to my face. 

“And you didn’t move.” There was something compelling about his eyes. They drew me in until the 

storm surrounded me on all sides, his influence closing in on me like an actual physical force, tossing around 

my thoughts before they turned to words and fell across my lips, extracting things from me that I hadn’t 

even admitted to myself yet.  

“I have no idea what came over me.” My voice was breathless. “I’m sorry. I—ah, I hope… there’s no 

damage?” 

He grunted. “I think your self-preservation mechanism is damaged.” 

Cabe punched him, and I glanced over into the warmer eyes, some of the tension draining away.  

“Ignore him.” Cabe smiled. “He wanted to make sure I didn’t break you when I fell on you. He’s a hard-

ass, but he cares.” 

Noah stepped back, turned and thumped his brother in the stomach. “Shut up, man.” 

Cabe sucked in a breath and rubbed at his stomach. I used the moment to my advantage, slipping away 

from both of them. Cabe turned to the side as I passed, but caught my elbow again.  

“Let me walk you,” he said, still rubbing the spot where Noah had punched him.  

“Okay.” I didn’t pause, and he fell into step beside me. Surprisingly, Noah shadowed my other side.  

“Keep walking,” Noah barked at a group of lingering students who were leaning against the wall outside 

the cafeteria, whispering to each other and staring at us.  

I jumped and slowed my walk as the other kids snapped to attention and scrambled away. Cabe and 
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Noah slowed on either side of me, and confusion descended like a heavy fog in my brain. This wasn’t 

normal, was it?  

“You seem to be settling in easily,” I finally said, not aiming the statement at either of them in particular. 

“Be careful. They might make thrones for you.” 

Cabe snorted. “High school. Always the same.” 

“Right.” 

“Who was your friend?” Noah asked.  

“What friend?” I searched my brain, trying to think of anyone that I might consider a friend other than 

Tariq. There was the girl that I sometimes sat with on the bus when we didn’t have enough money to put 

gas in the car, or the boy at the corner store close to the school who made terrible coffee but always smiled 

at me, or— 

“The boy you were sitting with at lunch.” Noah threaded me a look, arching his brows.  

“Ah, Matthew. I don’t know. Today was the first time we’ve actually spoken.” 

Cabe started to laugh, but Noah’s head snapped up, and they shared a look over my head. Cabe 

quietened.  

We neared my art class and I opened the door, trying to act casual when they followed me inside. Quillan 

glanced up from his desk, tilting his head to the side. He seemed to be expecting the new boys, but his eyes 

narrowed fractionally when he spotted me standing between them. It wasn’t a look I was used to from my 

art teacher, so I quickly slipped away from Noah and Cabe to find my easel in the back of the classroom. 

The rest of the students were all setting up and chatting happily. Art class was pretty relaxed.  

The boys approached Quillan and I watched them from behind my blank canvas. Quillan had his long 

legs propped up on the desk in front of him, his black hair waved back from his forehead, styled to 

perfection, as always. Quillan smiled easily and often, but the mirth never reached the darkness of his eyes. 

He was always approachable, always gentle, and yet he seemed so far out of reach that I sometimes 

wondered if he existed on a separate wavelength to the rest of us. We could see him, and interact with him, 

but he was only half here. Though Cabe and Noah were certainly visually impressive, Quillan’s looks 

bordered on unnatural perfection. He was lean, but towered over anyone in the vicinity, and there was 

always something commanding about his presence, a powerful influence that simmered in the soft black 

velvet of his eyes. His eyes were actually blue—he had told the class once—but I only ever saw the black. 

Most of the girls harboured secret crushes on him, but I had never held an attraction to him. Yes, he was 

beautiful, but he had become a guardian, of sorts, in the time that I had known him. He was always watching 

over me, his gaze protective, always checking up on me, his questions kind. 

They were talking softly with each other now, and Quillan slid a look to me, his squared jaw flexing with 

a half-smile. Shocked, I retreated behind my canvas again and blindly picked up a paintbrush. I arranged 
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my paints, embraced the racing thunder of my heartbeat, and began to paint. 
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I started with blue, outlining a raging ocean shore, violent with the foam of churning force, with the 

promise of deep and dangerous depths beyond the reach of human senses, and then I began on the sun. 

The sky wasn’t normal, not in this painting. It was warm and soft and everything that makes a person smile. 

The rays were golden, and they dipped beneath the ocean to shimmer in dancing patterns across the water, 

drawing the two opposite forces together. I felt people moving around me, but I ignored them, until I heard 

Quillan’s surprised voice at my ear.  

“You’re painting again.” 

I dropped my paintbrush and he swooped down, collecting it.  

“Y-yes,” I stuttered, my eyes averted from the painting.  

Behind Quillan, Cabe had set up an easel beside me. He hadn’t painted anything, but his eyes were fixed 

on my canvas and he was smirking. Quillan looked at my painting, and I had the strangest feeling that he 

knew exactly what had motivated me to paint it. His eyes flicked over my shoulder and narrowed again. I 

looked behind me. Noah was sitting on a bench against the wall on my other side, his legs propped onto a 

stool in front of him, his eyes fixed to my canvas. That’s all he had been doing, apparently. Sitting there. 

Watching me paint.  

“It’s good, Seph.” Quillan turned his attention back to my work. “It’s very good. Stay behind after class, 

I’ve a few things to discuss with you.” 

He gave me back my paintbrush and smiled a little. I nodded. I would do anything that Quillan asked 

me to do, and it wasn’t because I was a model student. It was the voice he used. Quillan asked things of 

people and they reacted without thinking, without considering, and certainly without arguing. His voice had 

a pleasant husk, deepening everything he said to a command that tolerated no second-guessing. Some 

people possessed a natural authority in the way they held themselves, but for Quillan, it was in the way he 

spoke to people, like he knew what was best for them, like he knew what was best for the world. For a 

minute neither of us moved, and then he went back to his desk. I began to paint again, and when I had 
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finished, dark cavernous mountains framed either side of the ocean, peaking into the sky. They towered 

over everything, keeping it all contained, controlled, wrapped in black influence. I finished before the bell 

rang and simply stood there as it dried, staring at what I had done. I was confused, and my heart was still 

beating too fast. At the end of the class, I tore the painting from its clips and rolled it up, stuffing it into 

my bag. Cabe and Noah left without a word to me and I peeked behind Cabe’s easel, feeling an insane urge 

to laugh at the sloppy smiley face that he had drawn. Cabe wasn’t an artist.  

I approached Quillan’s desk and he motioned for me to sit. I pulled up one of the art stools, setting it 

before his desk. I wasn’t simply familiar with his routine check-ups; I actually looked forward to them. It 

wasn’t that I ever really told him anything consequential, but Quillan was the only person other than Tariq 

who ever asked about me. Sometimes I wished that we could have lived with Quillan instead of… but that 

was silly.  

Impossible.  

Borderline weird.  

“How are you feeling, Seph?” 

“Good.” I managed to offer him a smile. “How are you, Mr. Quillan?” 

He laughed softly and didn’t answer my question, as usual. “I’m glad you’re painting again. Are you 

ready to tell me about it yet?” 

He was referring to the reason that I had stopped painting in the first place. He didn’t know about the 

strangle coldness that seized up my fingers, or the tingling premonition that teased the base of my skull, 

and I wasn’t ever going to tell him. I shook my head.  

With a sigh, he settled his palms against his desk and pushed up until he was standing. “You’d tell me if 

you were in trouble, wouldn’t you?” 

I focussed my eyes on his tie; forest green with silver accents, gently contrasting with his white shirt and 

black pants. The sleeves were rolled up to his forearms, and I noticed for the first time that he wore 

expensive clothes, just like Cabe and Noah. 

“Define trouble?” I asked his tie.  

He tapped my chin, once, and my head snapped up. He forced me to look up all the time, but he usually 

did it with a pencil or ruler against my chin, like he wasn’t allowed to actually touch me in any way. 

“You’d tell me if someone hurt you, Seph?” he pressed.  

I stared at him, and then slowly got off the stool. He stepped back to give me room, and I was grateful 

for it.  

“Thank you for checking up on me, Mr. Quillan.” I paused with my hand on the door as his sigh drifted 

after me. It was the first time he had ever pressed me to talk to him, usually he just made gentle enquiries 
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and offered his assistance.  

I left quickly, but still ended up being late to my next class. As usual, nobody noticed me enter, and I 

was just fine with that. As the school day ended, the usual dread settled into the pit of my stomach and I 

took the fire stairs down to the first floor of the building, not wanting to run into anyone. The sound of 

voices floating up to me from the landing below made me pause.  

“Did you see anything?” I recognised Cabe’s voice, and I froze, ready to turn back.  

“No,” Noah replied, “I didn’t. Her wrists were clear, nothing on her neck, or her ankles. I checked all 

the usual places.” 

“And she didn’t notice you checking?” 

“Are you serious?” Noah sounded amused.  

“Right.” Cabe breathed out a laugh. “But you felt it too, didn’t you?” 

“Yes,” Noah answered after a pause. 

Not wanting them to catch me eavesdropping, I slipped out of the stairwell and braved the swell of 

students spilling down the corridors. I found Tariq leaning against my car, his goofy grin gone. We shared 

a grim look, and both got into the car.  

“How was your day?” he questioned as we drove. “I heard one of the new boys almost ran you over 

this morning? Are you okay?” 

I tightened my fists on the steering wheel. “People know it was me?” 

He patted my knee, trying to be comforting. “Don’t worry, Seph—they described you and I connected 

the dots.” 

“Described me?” 

“Yeah, someone thought you were Cabe’s sister.” He laughed. “They were getting all excited, thinking 

we’d have a new cheerleader for the team.” 

I snorted, and he laughed harder. It always astounded Tariq how I managed to fly under the radar, but 

I wasn’t so surprised. It was the way I liked it. I worked hard for it. I parked a few houses down and we 

both walked home, slipping through the door with our guards raised.  

“About time!” our father thundered from the kitchen.  

Tariq paused, and I collided with his back. Slipping in front of my brother, I faced off with Gerald.  

“Where were you?” he growled at me. “I’ve been waiting all afternoon.”  

Yeah right. 

“We were at school.” My voice was cold, firm, as it always was with him. I knew perfectly well that he 
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hadn’t been waiting for us, because his shirt was still crumpled from sleep and his eyes were groggy.  

“I’m hungry,” he spat. We all are. He narrowed his green eyes at me, bloodshot and swollen—once 

beautiful, like Tariq’s, but now covered in a film of strain and sin. “Where’s all the food?” 

“You took the money again, Gerald.” 

He spat out a curse and rounded the counter, his hand whipping out with worrying speed, capturing my 

neck in a claw-like grip. “Shouldn’t you be at work then?” 

A growl rose in my throat, but Tariq put a palm between my shoulder blades, tempering me.  

One… two… three… “Yes,” I bit out. “I’m going.” 

Gerald shoved me back and began to round on Tariq, but I stepped aside to draw his attention back to 

me. Taking the cue, Tariq rushed up the stairs, and I heard the click of his bedroom door locking. A mild 

deterrent, but Gerald didn’t care to bully Tariq as much as he did me.  

Gerald must have also heard the lock, because he seemed to grow angrier. “Get moving, you ungrateful 

shit!” He shoved me again, and my hip bit into the counter.  

I shot toward the front door and disappeared before he could do anything else. Tariq was safely in his 

room. There was nothing left for me there.  

With each step that I took away from the house, I shed the things inside that threatened to condemn 

me. I was not a victim. I was just another girl, black-haired and wearing sneakers. I walked as every other 

girl did, along a perfectly average, house-lined street toward an unremarkable—albeit slightly rusted—car. 

For all anyone knew, my father might have saved up to buy the car for me, and I might have been on my 

way to the mall right now to hang out with more girls just like me. I built upon my imaginary life as I drove 

to the club, thinking about the boy who might ask for my number, and the new action movie that my group 

of friends would invite me to watch. We would buy popcorn and kick our shoes off to notch our feet 

against the seats in front of us.  

I released the fantasy as I arrived at the club, content to sit and stare at the scraggly trees that bordered 

the small parking lot at the back of the brick building. I could sit there all afternoon or all night if I wanted 

to, since I wasn’t actually rostered to work that night at all, but after a few minutes I left the car and started 

toward the front of the building. There was a simple sign over the door stating that the club opened at 

10pm and closed at 4am, with a few general regulations. Sender’s Nightclub dominated the top of the brick 

building in bold black lettering. There were no sparkles, lights or other advertising gimmicks. It was a 

serious club, for people with serious problems. 

I had been forced to start work there a year ago, only a few months after my sixteenth birthday, when 

my father couldn’t pay off his drinking tab. Now he was banned from the club, but I was still working, 

because my father didn’t have a job. Whatever he had been once upon a time, he was like the club now: 

stripped of sparkle and full of poison.  
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I climbed the stairs and found Sally in her office.  

“Hey, sweetie.” She glanced up when she saw me, a small frown twisting her mouth. “I didn’t have you 

rostered for tonight.” 

“Could you use any extra help?” I asked meekly, my eyes focussed on her desk. It seemed that with each 

of my shifts, her paperwork pile grew even larger, and I wondered if she were in some kind of trouble.  

She studied me for a minute, the frown lines between her brows deepening, and then she finally nodded. 

“Sure, why don’t you fill up the shot trays out the back?” 

That was why I still worked there. Sally never turned me away.  

“Thanks.” I tried to smile, and not for the first time that day, I failed.  

Her frown dipped lower, but she made no comment. I suspected that there were already too many 

things on her mind for her to venture into enquiring after my problems, but I didn’t mind. I wouldn’t tell 

her anyway. I weaved through the tables on the club floor and pushed out to the kitchen area. I found the 

twelve black circular trays, still sticky from the night before, and began to wash them up. I dried them out 

and set them side-by-side along the industrial-sized counter. As I placed out the shot cups and filled them, 

my mind began to wander, and the time passed quickly as I went about the motions of preparing the club 

for opening. By nine, Sally had me sitting in her office, eating takeaway pizza. She claimed that she had 

ordered too much, as she always did, but I knew better. It made me feel guilty, because Tariq was probably 

starving at home. For half an hour, I curled up in a chair and tried to get through my homework, and then 

Sally was hustling me to the front door. I stood there, taking money from people as they entered and 

stamping their palms.  

I hated every minute of the club when it was open. I hated that my fingers occasionally brushed against 

the fingers of strangers as I stamped the backs of their hands, I hated that I had to smile at them while they 

gave me money for shots. I hated that they thought I was there just for them. I wasn’t. I was there so that 

my father wouldn’t fly into a blind rage and kill me or my brother. I was there so that Tariq wouldn’t starve.  

I usually stood at the door, a few paces behind the security guard, until around midnight, and then I 

would have to start handing out shots. I glanced at my watch, checking the time, and started for Mark—

tonight’s guard—before one last person walked through the door. I paused, recognising the silhouette. The 

stranger wore a hood pulled up to cast shadows over his face, feeding the mystery that surrounded him. 

The first time he showed me his identification, his thumb had been conveniently covering the name, and 

nobody else in the club seemed to know what it was either. He was almost always here, he always bought 

exactly one drink, and he never spoke to anyone. He was gentle in his interactions with me, but the other 

employees and patrons avoided him with a vigour that I couldn’t help but find suspicious. They seemed 

terrified of him. He nodded to the guard, who didn’t check his licence, and walked up to me, handing over 

his money without a word. I tucked it into the safe box through the window behind me and he reached for 

my hand. I had met him on my first night a year ago; I had been too frightened to touch anyone back then, 
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and I had almost mistaken him for Quillan—they looked freakishly similar at first glance. It was only 

surface-deep, however. The stranger was far too rough to be anything like Quillan.  

He had a cold scowl firmly set into his expression, and wildness lurked behind each of the prominent 

scars that tagged his face: one dragging down the corner of his top lip, another creeping through his left 

eyebrow, and yet another disappearing into his hairline, thicker and more jagged than the rest. Danger 

boiled just beneath his skin, forming a screen over his black eyes, making them seem even darker than 

Quillan’s, and much more unstable. He was handsome, if you managed to see past the terror caused by his 

very apparition. His skin tone hinted at Mediterranean descent and he held himself tall, his shoulders 

squared with a grace rarely seen, his chin often lowered to imbue an intensity in his stare. I smiled my 

obvious fondness for the silent stranger as he caught my hand and stamped himself. He touched a thumb 

to my cheek before he walked away.  

It was exactly what he had done on that first night a year ago. 

I stared after his broad back, noting the usual black jeans and black boots. I wondered again if he was 

related to my art teacher in some way. I doubted that they operated within the same circles of society, but 

they were just too similar. I handed the stamp over to Mark and skipped back upstairs, checking in once 

with Roger, who was working the bar.  

“Can you help me out here a bit, sweets?” he asked. “We’re busy tonight and Crystal called in sick.” 

“Sure.” I moved to his side. “What do you need me to do?” 

Roger was a science major, and I’m pretty sure that he was interested in both guys and girls. I’d seem 

him flirting over the bar with both genders. He had slicked-back hair, a nose piercing, and flat blue eyes. 

“Take one of those trays and start collecting glasses, thanks.” 

I retrieved the tray and headed out to the tables, piling empty bottles and glasses onto it. Someone 

slipped a hand around my middle and I pushed away from them, setting my teeth together in a show that 

wouldn’t have passed for a smile even on one of my good days. Random people tipped me, even though I 

wasn’t doing anything for them, and I collected the tips in one of the empty cups. I threw out the bottles 

and loaded the cups into the washer, and then did two more rounds before I started with the shots.  

“Hey there, babe.” Some guy with ruddy cheeks and a crooked smile sidled up to me, and I straightened 

my spine. “How much?” He glanced at the tray, and then promptly set his eyes on my chest.  

“Two dollars,” I said, holding out one of the little shot cups for him.  

He grabbed it, tossed it back, and then grabbed another, dropping a few coins onto the tray and moving 

to pat my ass. I jumped out of the way, spilling some of the alcohol on my tray, and he laughed obnoxiously. 

I moved toward the outskirts of the room with grim resignation. I had learned early on to always have a 

wall at my back, but somehow in my preoccupied state, I had forgotten the golden rule. When I reached 

the corner that my silent stranger usually sat in, I slipped into the seat next to him and heaved a relieved 
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breath. Unlike the other customers, he never grabbed me or leered at me, or even spoke to me. He glanced 

over as I sat, tipping a glass of vodka to his lips.  

“I’m having a bad day,” I told him.  

Under normal circumstances, I was well aware that spilling your guts to scary-looking strangers in seedy 

clubs wasn’t the smartest thing to do, but it was another given in my life—just like my father’s rapid-fire 

abuse and our constant state of poverty. The stranger in the bar. I wasn’t entirely sure how it had started, 

or when it had started, but somewhere along the way he had become the only person that I could really say 

things to. I knew that it was probably due to his lack of a reaction to the things that spilled out of my 

mouth, but it didn’t matter. He was like a priest behind a curtain—though, admittedly, one that you 

wouldn’t want to come across alone at night. 

“Hm.” He made a non-committal sound and indulged himself in another sip of vodka. 

I examined him in the shadow of our little corner, wondering why he even came to this place. Maybe 

he was a dealer.  

“I know,” I said, toying with one of the shot cups. “I have a lot of those. But today was especially bad… 

or especially weird. I feel like I’ve been living my whole life high above the crowds of normally-functioning 

humans, walking along a wobbly cord that doesn’t lead anywhere, and today… today I think something 

knocked me off. Someone snipped the cord, or maybe the world rushed up to meet me. I don’t know. 

Everything feels suddenly… changed. My favourite teacher, the new boys at school, even my painting—it 

all changed. It feels different now, and I don’t think I like it.” 

He opened his mouth as if to say something, and then seemed to think better of it, turning his eyes to 

the bar. Well that was a first. I blinked at him, and then held up one of the little cups.  

“Want one?” 

His eyes found mine again, a brow arching. Yeah, right. He wasn’t a shot person… possibly a cocaine 

person, but not a shot person. I sighed, put the shot back on the tray and stood, ready to palm off the rest 

of them.  

He reached up and tugged my elbow, pulling me back into the seat next to him, much closer than I had 

been sitting before. He tucked a note into my hand and then stood and grabbed the tray. I watched as he 

found a bin close to the door, leading into the smoking area, tossing the lot of them in. I looked down at 

the note curled into my fist. It was a hundred dollars.  

What the hell? 

He returned, sat, and placed the tray on the table. “Better?” 

I gulped. “I have eleven more trays.” 

He reached for his wallet and my eyes went wide. I panicked and reached out to grab his hand. “No!” 
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His eyes flashed, smouldering with the same fire that lit in Quillan’s eyes whenever he was angry with 

someone, or proud of one of my paintings. I lost my breath, and the fire touched every part of my face 

with the same itching feeling that had been accosting me all day. I slowly pulled my hand back, my arm 

shaking. He shifted forward, his voice low. “Finish your trays, Seraph.” 

I jumped up so quickly that my tray clattered to the ground. I picked it up and ran back to the kitchen, 

wondering how he had found out my name. I had probably told him at some point… hadn’t I told him 

everything else? My thoughts were so tangled that the rest of the night passed in a whirl of faces and sticky 

coins. My feet were aching and a headache was brewing by the time we closed up, and I left as soon as Sally 

slapped some bills into my hand. It was too late to do any shopping, so I stopped into a fast food place on 

my way back and snuck into Tariq’s room when I returned home, waking him up to eat. He grumbled until 

he smelled food, and then he quietened and began stuffing his burger into his mouth.  

I put myself through a shower and stumbled into my bedroom, flicking on the lights. There was an 

envelope on my bed, my name written across the front. Confused, I opened it, letting the contents spill 

onto the bed. Several printed photographs fanned out beneath my fingers, one of me being cornered in the 

cafeteria by Cabe and Noah. The photo was taken from behind me—presumably through the window at 

my back—so I couldn’t see my own face. The next was of me walking in-between the two boys. It was 

taken from behind again, the boys hovering over me as I cowered in the middle. My teeth started to chatter 

as I sorted through the images. The last was the most disturbing, because I didn’t clearly remember it. It 

was Cabe pulling me up from the ground, Noah behind him. My face was torn with sorrow, like I had been 

waiting for the car to hit me, and Cabe had ruined everything. I dropped the last picture onto the bed, 

feeling a cold blanket of fear settle over my shoulders, shivering up the back of my neck. I fell to my knees, 

picking up the typed note that had been included with the pictures.  

Ladybug, ladybug fly away home. 

Your house is on fire,  

Your children will burn… 

I stood there as the clock ticked by on the wall, the belligerent sound battering against my frazzled 

nerves as loud as a drum. The rhyme was familiar, and after I recovered from my shock, I rushed to the 

four cardboard boxes stacked in the corner of the room, trying to pass for a bookshelf. One of the books 

had been pushed to the very back, beneath a pile of second-hand paperbacks that Tariq had bought me last 

year for my birthday. I pulled out the book of nursery rhymes and opened it to the first page, running my 

fingers over the inscription.  

 My darling Seraph, 

Never let the bad guys win.  

Love,  
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Mum. 

My intake of breath was tremulous and watery as the words blurred before my face—I had forgotten 

all about my mother’s whispered words as she finished reading me a story each night and turned out the 

light. Pushing the memory away, I turned the pages in search of the rhyme that had been quoted in the 

note, but my fingers kept catching on other pages instead, as the edges had been folded down. Opening to 

one of them, I found myself reading Three Blind Mice, my eyes drawn to a line that had been circled in red. 

They all ran after the farmers wife. 

My initial trepidation upon seeing the photographs returned tenfold, and I skipped to the next folded 

page: Goosey Goosey Gander. This time two lines were circled.  

I took him by the leg,  

And threw him down the stairs. 

 The next marked page was Jack and Jill, and before even reading the lines, I instinctively knew which 

ones would be circled.  

Jack fell down, 

And broke his crown,  

And Jill came tumbling after.  

It was clear that the note had something to do with Noah and Cabe, as they were included in every 

single picture, but what did the messenger want exactly? Did they expect me to stop talking to the two boys, 

or were they trying to warn me about something? Or… perhaps more importantly… why did they care? I 

shoved everything into the envelope and grabbed a blanket, moving back to Tariq’s room. He had finished 

eating, and was snoring softly. I shut his door, locked it, and slid onto the end of his bed. He grumbled 

something, kicked at me and then shot up into a sitting position, his sleep-tousled hair matted to one side 

of his face.  

“Seph?”  

I didn’t answer, and he hovered there for a moment. The tears were rolling silently down my cheeks, 

and he touched a palm to the side of my face. I screwed my eyes shut, and he watched me for a moment 

more before falling back. He threw his own blanket over me, fit a pillow beneath my head, and went back 

to sleep.  

Tariq was an amazingly simple person.  

In the morning he didn’t wake me up until the last possible minute, and when he did, he shoved a 

handful of clothes at me and pushed me toward the bathroom. I brushed my teeth, combed my hair and 

slid on the cotton shirt and pleated black skirt. It was a little nicer than what I usually wore, but I didn’t 

have time to change again. We both crept through the door and I left a twenty on the counter for Gerald. 
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Hopefully he would buy food with it.  

The drive to school was quieter than usual, and I knew that Tariq wanted to question me, but he held it 

in. He reached over and squeezed my hand after we parked, and then slid out of the car, hurrying off. I sat 

there, staring at the car’s dashboard until a knock on the window startled me; Cabe smiled down at me.  

“You coming in?” His voice was muffled.  

I pushed the door open and moved to retrieve my bag, but Noah was leaning against the passenger 

door. He opened it, slung my bag over his shoulder and began to stride toward the building entrance. Cabe 

coaxed my keys from me, locked the car, and walked after him. It took me a few moments to catch up to 

them, and they fell into place on either side of me again. I suddenly felt like the pictures stuffed into my 

bag were going to burn a hole through the material and spill out onto the corridor. I swallowed back my 

fear and tucked my hands against my sides, unsettled by the brush of their arms against mine. The other 

kids all stared at us, looking from the boys to me, and back again. Someone wolf-whistled and called my 

name. I almost tripped over, but Noah snarled something at them, and I managed to collect myself.  

“They think you’re new, like us,” Cabe said with a deep tone of amusement.  

I huffed out a breath—a reaction that seemed to amuse Noah. They followed me to homeroom and 

then Noah disappeared. We took our seats and a blond girl perched on the edge of Cabe’s desk.  

“Hey.” She smiled at him. “I had fun last weekend.” 

She slid me a look, smirking, and my eyes went wide, something catching in my throat. Why did I feel 

like her words had been somehow aimed at me? 

“Off my desk, Kat.” Cabe sounded annoyed. “You know it was a one-time deal, don’t try and pull this 

shit.” 

Her smirk melted into a fierce look, dark with anger, and this time it was definitely aimed at me. I shrank 

back against my chair and she flounced off his desk, moving to the other side of the room. I was a little 

surprised, as I had pegged Cabe as an almost too-nice kind of guy. Not the kind to brush off a one-night 

stand so harshly. He fixed his eyes to the front, pulling out a notebook and doodling in it. Mr. Thomas 

lectured away about appropriate uniforms and Cabe’s notebook slid onto my desk.  

You look like you haven’t slept.  

I winced and pushed away the notebook. He blinked back, surprised by my reaction and then leaned 

forward, dropping an arm over the back of my chair.  

“I wasn’t trying to insult you. You just look tired.” His whisper caressed my neck, and my vision of the 

front of the classroom blurred as the scratchy feeling spread over my neck. 

“I’m fine,” I whispered back, inexplicable panic rising in my throat. “It was a late night.” 

His hand fell over my knee, squeezed once, and then he straightened away from me. Across the room, 
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Kat looked like she was about to throw her desk at me. I let out a hard breath and waited for the class to 

end. Noah leaned against the wall outside as we exited the room, and I wondered how he had managed to 

get there so quickly. He was in my next two classes, even though I was pretty sure that I’d had history the 

day before and he hadn’t been in it then. When he sat beside me, everyone stared. Lunchtime couldn’t 

come soon enough.  

Retreating to my corner table with Matthew was a breath of fresh air, but everyone was still staring. 

Whispers scattered across the cafeteria, and Matthew shifted in his seat, his eyes flicking up and around, 

landing on me, going back to his iPad, and repeating the process. Eventually, he set the iPad down.  

“Why is everyone staring?” His voice was a squeak. I felt bad for him.  

“I’m not sure.” It was only half of the truth, but I wasn’t about to say anything about the strange new 

boys and their awkward attachment to me.  

I suddenly wished that the silent stranger from work were here. Not only would I be able to talk about 

what was happening without worrying about his judgement, but he’d also frighten everyone else so much 

that they’d stop staring. I looked over to where Cabe and Noah sat. They were bent together, excluding 

everyone around them from their whispers. Cabe glanced up, caught me watching, and motioned me over. 

Matthew’s head snapped back to me, his mouth falling open.  

“What was that?” he asked.  

I coloured, staring down at my hands. When I looked up again, Noah was watching as well. He made 

the same motion, and I forced myself to my feet, persuading my stiff limbs to walk me over the expanse of 

the room without tripping. Heads turned as I passed, and Noah ordered the person on his left to move. 

The whole row shifted down, and Noah caught my arm, pulling me down onto the seat between himself 

and Cabe. It was uncomfortable, trying to swing my legs over in the skirt I wore. As soon as I was seated, 

they both moved close to me again.  

“Who’s the friend?” a boy asked from across the table, eyes on me.  

“No one,” Noah said lightly. 

“Seph,” I corrected, needing to clear my throat to work past the nervousness.  

The boy tilted his head, his eyes running over my features. “I feel like I’ve seen you before.” 

I shrugged and turned, bumping Cabe’s arm. He leaned down so that I could speak in his ear without 

the others hearing. 

“What am I doing here?” 

“Having lunch with us?” He answered my question with another question, and as he pushed something 

into my hands, my reply died.  

I held a chicken wrap, still warm. I started to eat, and was already halfway through before I paused. I 
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looked up and spotted Tariq across the cafeteria, shooting me confused glances. I stood, feeling that the 

stares were worse now, but I forced my head up. It was easier to ignore them this time. I crossed to Tariq 

and handed him the rest of the wrap. Pink rose high in his cheeks, but he accepted it without protest.  

“Hey, Seraph,” one of his friends said, smiling at me.  

I shot a questioning look at Tariq and he shrugged, seeming almost guilty.  

“Hey,” I replied.  

“Harry,” he provided.  

“Right.” I paused. “Bye, Tariq. Bye, Harry.” 

I started to turn away, but someone grabbed my arm. Across the room Noah rose from his seat. I turned 

to face a redheaded boy. He had a cheeky smile in place.  

He said, “You forgot me.” 

“I have no idea who you are.” 

He feigned a hurt expression and Tariq kicked him under the table. “Stop flirting with my sister, Reggie.” 

Reggie slid his hand down to my wrist. “What if she likes it?” 

“She doesn’t,” Noah said, suddenly beside me.  

Reggie released me immediately, his eyes flashing with what I recognised as fear. He edged further down 

his booth seat, away from me. “Hey, no problem, I was just messing around.” 

Noah grabbed my hand and pulled me away from the table. Tariq stared at us until I was forced to turn 

so that I didn’t trip over trying to walk backwards. I sat down again between Cabe and Noah, and Cabe 

started prompting people back into conversation, drawing their attention away from me. 

I sat there numbly, and I was sure that I wasn’t even blinking. It took too long for me to regain control 

of my faculties.  

Who are you? I thought as I stared at the side of Noah’s profile. What do you want with me? 

Instead, I said, “That wasn’t necessary. Please don’t do it again.”
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Noah rolled an apple into my lap halfway through lunch and I accepted it without complaint, despite 

the fact that he had merely grunted at my reprimand earlier. I munched slowly as people talked around me, 

my thoughts occupied. Noah was as quiet as I was, but at least he didn’t look as bored as he had the day 

before. When the bell rang, they walked with me to art class, and I froze before my easel, something niggling 

at me. Yesterday I had rolled up my last painting and put it in my bag, but I hadn’t seen it since. I pulled 

my bag into my lap and searched it just in case, but it was really gone. Frowning, I grabbed a pencil and 

started to scribble. I didn’t pay attention to what I was drawing, as my mind was simply too caught up on 

other things, but when I smelled the blend of wooded citrus and something airy that was unique to Quillan, 

I tensed and pulled back. I had drawn the stairs to my house, leading to the bedrooms on the second 

landing, except that these stairs were twisted with frightening shadows, the balustrades curved with 

menacing intent. The base of the stairs was littered with money, colourless outlines scattered into haphazard 

piles of coins and scrunched-up notes. At the top stood a shadowy figure, broad shoulders hunched.  

As Quillan looked on from behind me I reached up and tore away the paper. I started again and he 

walked away silently.  

My last class for the day was music and I was hunched over the piano bench, pressing keys idly as Mrs. 

Reynolds tried to decide which group to put Cabe and Noah in, since they had only just transferred to the 

class and we had already paired off for our projects. I wasn’t surprised when they came over to my piano. 

I was the only one without a partner. Mrs. Reynolds had given me the option of being in a group of three 

or being by myself. No doubt, Cabe had used his silver-tongued charm on her to reverse my decision.  

“Do you play?” Cabe asked, sitting on the stool beside me.  

“Nope,” I said, pressing a few more keys.  

He laughed. “You picked the wrong instrument then. What do you play?” 

“Nothing,” I admitted. “I just like the sound.” 

“Noah is a maestro,” Cabe said, earning a glare from his brother. “A moody one,” he corrected, “but a 
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maestro all the same.” 

“How are you two related?” I blurted out.  

They both looked at me. Cabe was the one to answer, but his voice had lowered. “We’re only half-

brothers. No need to spread it around.” 

Yeah, right, because I have so many friends to gossip with.  

“So you’re talking today?” Noah nudged us both from the bench.  

“I guess.” I stood up, watching as his fingers stroked the keys in a delicate melody, almost too soft to 

be heard over the other instruments in the room. Cabe was right; he was very talented. Maybe their 

continued forced presence around me was beginning to make me more comfortable with them.  

“Ready to tell us why you didn’t jump out of the way of my car?” Noah asked, still focussed on the keys.  

“Is that why you two won’t leave me alone? You want to know why I have slow reflexes?” 

Cabe huffed, dropping an arm over my shoulders, his hand nudging until I was facing him. “You want 

us to leave you alone?” 

I opened my mouth to answer, but thought about the pictures on my bed and the note that had 

accompanied them. Noah stopped playing, and I felt him stand behind me. He tapped on my shoulder, 

forcing me to face him. His stormy eyes caught mine, trying to pull the words from me as he had in the 

cafeteria the day before. 

“Answer Cabe,” he said softly.  

It was too much. They were both too much. “No,” I said reflexively.   

“No what?” Cabe poked me.  

“You don’t have to leave me alone.” But maybe you should. 

Noah’s eyes glimmered, his mouth hooked up into a grin and he stepped back to the piano. I turned to 

catch Cabe’s wide smile. None of it made sense. The more time they spent with me, the closer to them I 

felt. It was true; I didn’t want them to leave me alone. The scratchy feeling, while not entirely pleasant, was 

transforming into something frighteningly addictive. It had passed the barrier of my skin and it now 

traversed my insides, wiggling about and settling into my nerve endings, jolting me to life.  

I didn’t know them. I didn’t trust them. And yet, already… I needed them.  

At the end of the day they both followed me to my car. Tariq was leaning against the driver’s door, his 

arms folded, a rare frown making an appearance. I unlocked the car and everyone slid in. It wasn’t until I 

put the keys into the ignition that Tariq spoke up.  

“What are they doing here?” He jerked his head at the backseat, where Cabe and Noah were lazing 

silently, making the car seem a lot smaller than it actually was.  
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“They’re my friends,” I said.  

Tariq’s eyes widened, and I realised I was smiling. He quietened and turned to the backseat, his mouth 

hanging open. I turned on the radio and drove home. We parked at the curb and Tariq touched my shoulder, 

flicking his eyes toward the house in warning. I nodded and turned to the backseat.  

“Can you guys wait here?” I asked.  

Cabe nodded, which I took as answer for the both of them. Tariq slid out of the car and I followed him 

to the door. We switched places as we neared the door, leaving me to be the distraction as usual. I’d drive 

off before my father could do much, and Tariq would be safe behind a locked door. Not that a lock was 

fool-proof, but it was the best we had.  

We walked into the kitchen and heard the sounds of the television in the sitting room. Squaring my 

shoulders, I led us toward the sound. He had to see me at least once or he’d come looking for me to ask 

for money. It was a lesson that we had learnt early on.  

“Oi,” he called out, hearing the floorboards squeak beneath my shoes. The sound of the television was 

cut off and he appeared in the hallway. “Where the hell were you two?” 

How he systematically managed to forget about school everyday was beyond me. As was why he seemed 

to care about our whereabouts at all. He was only wearing a pair of stained sweatpants, and they were 

tugged too far down his left hip. There was a sound behind him and a woman’s face appeared. I cringed. 

Apparently he wasn’t so concerned about our schedule as he was with the fact that we’d inadvertently just 

interrupted something.  

“School.” I kept my tone even. “Did you buy food today?” 

He growled. “I took care of my appetite, if that’s what you’re asking, daughter.” 

Tariq sucked in a sharp breath, his eyes finding the woman whom I now realised was almost definitely 

a prostitute. 

“Wanna piece?” my father asked him, flashing a grin.  

Tariq turned on his heel in a flash and disappeared. I took a step back but my father stepped forward, 

far too quickly for the drunk that he was. He caught me by the shoulder and swung me until my back 

slammed into the wall. I felt the sharp ring of pain and bit the inside of my mouth.  

“Get the hell off me, Gerald.” 

“Call me daddy.” He laughed. “And while you’re at it, teach that boy up there,” he flicked his head 

toward the staircase that Tariq had just used to escape him, “some respect.” 

I punched him in the gut, prayed that Tariq had locked his door, and took off for the kitchen. Gerald 

was following me this time, and that wasn’t something I had planned for. In quick strides, I made it out the 

door and was halfway across the lawn before Gerald spilled out of the house after me. I ignored the car, 
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not wanting to draw attention to it, and started off down the road. 

“Get your scrawny ass back here, Seraph! I’m not done with you!”  

I kicked into a sprint, heard an engine start behind me, and by the time I rounded the corner, the car 

was beside me. I slid into the passenger side and Noah pulled back onto the road.  

“Is your brother going to be okay?” Cabe asked after a moment.  

“Yes,” I puffed out. “We have a system.” 

“That’s why you went in first?” Noah asked.  

I paused. They noticed that? “Ah, yeah. His door has a lock. Mine doesn’t.” 

The cell phone in my bag started to vibrate and I fished it out, confused. I hadn’t been able to afford 

credit in weeks. Nobody ever called me. The number flashing across the cracked screen was familiar.  

I flicked it open. “Tariq?” I breathed, afraid.  

“You need to come back here.” He sounded angry and scared.  

“What happened?” 

“Come back. Now. He left, took that woman and went. You need to come back.” 

“What, why?” 

“Seph! Get back here!” he shouted, causing me to drop the phone.  

Picking it up again, I pressed it to my ear. “I’ll be there in a minute.” I hung up and looked at Noah. 

“Can you take me back?” 

He glanced down and set his jaw. “No.” 

“My dad is gone. He left.” 

He considered this for a moment and then turned the car around. We drove back to the house and I 

jumped out and ran to the front door. I had asked them to stay in the car again but this time they followed 

me. Tariq shouted down to me from his bedroom and I made my way up there, pushing open his door.  

The walls were plastered with pictures.  

I pulled up short and Cabe smacked into me from behind, wrapping an arm around my front to keep 

me from falling. I felt him freeze behind me.  

“What on earth?” asked Noah, pushing past us into the room. 

I moved forward and Cabe released me. Written in red across each picture were the same bold words.  

Leave.  

I took a step back and Tariq slammed the door to his bedroom shut. Across the back of the door 
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someone had carved a familiar nursery rhyme into the wood.  

Rock-a-bye baby in the tree top. 

When the wind blows, 

The cradle will rock.  

When the bough breaks,  

The cradle will fall, 

Down will come baby,  

Cradle and all. 

The line ‘Down will come baby’ had been scratched deeper than the other lines, making it stand out. I 

turned away from the words, my teeth chattering. The pictures were all of me, sometimes with Noah or 

Cabe, sometimes on my own. Some of them were months old. One was of me getting changed in my 

bedroom. I fell to my knees, ripping the envelope out of my bag and holding it up above my head. My 

voice was only a whisper.  

“This was on my bed last night.” 

Someone grabbed the envelope off me and I buried my face in my hands, hiding my panic as I tried to 

regulate my breathing. One… two… three… Cabe crouched in front of me, pulling me into his arms. It felt 

natural to be held by him, as though he were a precious childhood friend instead of a virtual stranger. My 

cheek fell to his shoulder and he hugged me tighter, trying to hold me firmly enough that I stopped shaking. 

I could hear the sound of Tariq roughly pulling photos from the wall while Noah barked into a cell 

phone.  

“I don’t care. You’re the best person to deal with this kind of shit. Ask Silas? Are you insane? Dammit, 

Miro, fine, have it your way. You’ll have to face her eventually.” He snapped his phone shut, swore at it, 

and shoved it back into his pocket.  

“It’s just a stupid prank,” Cabe muttered, drawing my attention back to him. He seemed every bit as 

calm as Noah was riled-up. My trembling was getting under control, so I stood up and tried to put some 

distance between us. Cabe watched me back away and said, “Let’s get out of this house.” 

I started to shake my head, but Noah’s hand landed over my cheek. He hovered, electric eyes pulling 

me into his turbulence. “It’s a prank,” he echoed his brother. “If they wanted to do something to you, they 

would have done it already. They’re playing with you. We need to get out of this house for a while. I’ll have 

someone come over while we’re gone and replace all the locks.” 

Noah and Cabe left the room, and I shared a look with Tariq before we started to follow them. By the 

time we had returned the car, Cabe’s grin was back in full force. “Now that you’ve given into our inevitable 

friendship, it’s time for a little fun.” 
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I heard Tariq and Noah muttering in the back seat, and then Noah raised his voice. “Fun?” he asked.  

“Tabby’s place,” Cabe replied, starting the engine. The cheery note to his voice sounded off, and I felt 

a brief trill of alarm at how easily they had brushed off the incident. Both incidents.  

“Good idea.” Noah had a smile in his voice as he pulled out his phone again. “Hey,” he started in a 

friendly tone. “What’s up?” He paused a moment, drumming his fingers on his thigh. I turned in my seat 

to watch him and he met my eyes. “I’m with a friend from school.” Cabe stiffened in the driver’s seat, but 

Noah’s smile had only grown. “Yes,” he said. “That friend.” He pulled the phone away from his face and 

I saw the words call ended flash across his screen, indicating that his friend had hung up on him. Unperturbed, 

he dialled the number again. “Don’t be a bitch, Silas. This is important.” 

I listened as he rattled off the facts of both pranks as though they didn’t bother him at all, as though he 

had every right to share that information with whomever he wanted… as though this were his life just as 

much as it was mine. I could feel the corners of my mouth turning down, and I looked away from Noah to 

try and control my rising anger. I caught Tariq’s eye, and saw that he was frowning just as hard as I wanted 

to, but I shook my head at him. I needed to figure out what was different about these boys, and why I felt 

so close to them, almost like I needed them in order to simply get through my day. I needed to know 

everything before I reacted.  

I was living proof that the world was a dangerous and unexpected place. 

“You have yourself a deal,” Noah said, sounding pleased. He hung up his call and started pressing 

buttons on his phone.  

“Who was that?” I asked.  

“Nobody,” snapped Cabe.  

“You’ll meet him soon enough,” Noah replied easily. “It’s inevitable, after all.” 

“Like our friendship?” I was joking, but the words stuck in my throat.   

Noah’s teeth flashed and his head whipped up. “Yeah,” he stared at me with an intensity I was getting 

used to expecting from him, and I quickly looked away. 

They drove out to the bay and parked outside an apartment building. It faced onto the water and had a 

fairly nondescript look from the outside, though the windows were long and wide, tinted almost to black, 

and quaint little half-moon balconies splattered the exterior with white patterned railings. There was a well-

dressed man at the entrance to the lobby who opened the door for us, and another at the elevator, who 

pressed the button for us. We stood around quietly until we spilled into the elevator car and Cabe pressed 

the button for the top floor. The number six lit up. 

“You guys live here?” Tariq asked, a little bit of awe touching his tone.  

“Hmm,” Cabe hummed.  
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There only seemed to be two apartments on the sixth level, and we entered the closest, our small group 

spilling into a sunny living room. The carpet was an appealing mocha, with snow-white rugs stretching out 

beneath the leather couches and heavy dark-wood furniture. There was a breakfast bar set up against the 

window looking out over the bay, and a kitchen tucked off to the side, a wall backing it. It was all very 

open-plan with the living room sunken a few steps down in the middle.  

“Give us a moment to grab some stuff,” Cabe said, jogging over to one of the doors. “We’re going 

somewhere after this.” 

Noah wandered into the kitchen and we followed. He opened the fridge and brought out a collection 

of things. Tariq and I stood there watching as he gathered the ingredients for sandwiches, and then I 

stepped up quietly beside him. We coordinated smoothly, and soon had four chicken and salad sandwiches 

made. Noah bumped me out of the way and laid them out on a tray to set into the grill.  

He turned the oven on and tapped me on the cheek. “Thanks for the help, pretty girl.” 

Tariq cleared his throat and we both turned. I jumped a little bit. I may have forgotten that he was there 

at all.  

“Aren’t you worried?” he asked me. 

“I don’t know.” I twisted my hands. I’m terrified. “I can take care of myself.” 

He nodded. It was the reason I always stood between him and Gerald. “I know,” he said, hesitating. 

“But they even knew that you came crying to me last night. That’s why they put the pictures in my room 

this time.” 

I tugged on a strand of hair hanging over my shoulder, letting it slip through my finger and wrap around 

of its own accord.  

“I have no idea how they knew that,” I admitted.  

“We’ll find out.” Noah leaned up against the counter. “I’ve got someone working on it.” 

“Silas?” 

“He’s a bit of a genius. You’re in good hands.” 

“Does he go to our school?” 

“No, he’s a little older.” 

I didn’t know what to say to that. “You’ve told him about me?” 

Cabe’s door banged open and he shot Noah a look. They seemed to communicate something with each 

other, and then Noah was pulling out the sandwiches. We gathered to eat and I passed the other half of 

mine to Tariq out of habit, even though he had his own. Cabe swung a sports bag over his shoulder and 

we all descended back to the car. We drove back into the city and parked outside a cute little brick home 
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with a well-manicured garden out the front. Despite the inviting façade of the house, there was something 

off about it. I couldn’t place the feeling until we reached the front door, and I found myself staring up at a 

surveillance camera.   

Cabe and Noah walked straight in without knocking and Tariq followed them, leaving me to linger in 

the doorway. I glanced toward the window beside the front door and caught the glint of metal. Caught by 

my own indecision, I hesitated too long, and then Cabe was calling out for me. I stepped through the 

doorway and followed the smell of cookies down the long hallway.  

“Cabe!” A woman’s voice carried to me as I reached a kitchen area. “Noah!” I couldn’t see the woman, 

but I slipped forward, planting myself directly in front of my little brother.  

He set his hands on my shoulders, squeezing lightly. I relaxed, not realising that I had jumped into 

defensive mode, and stepped away as the woman released Cabe and pulled Noah into a hug. She didn’t 

seem to notice us until she released him, and then she did a double take. Her eyes widened, peering at me, 

moving from my hair to my skirt to my shoes and then back to my face. She repeated the examination, 

slowly pulling her mouth closed.  

“Who’s this?” She barely even glanced at Tariq, which I found strange, seeing as we were both equally 

as unfamiliar to her.  

Cabe cleared his throat, pressing a hand to the back of his neck, like he was suddenly wondering if this 

was a good idea. “Seraph.” 

“Seph,” I corrected lightly.  

The woman hurried to me and grasped my hands. “She’s gorgeous!” 

Noah coughed. “Enough, Tab,” he said under his breath, as I stumbled back a step, breaking her grip. 

I saw the resemblance as she tried to mask her frown. She had Noah’s electric blue eyes and sleek blond 

hair. She was their mother.  

“You don’t live with your parents?” The question slipped out before I could stop it, and I quickly grew 

red, turning away with embarrassment. 

The woman recaptured me quickly, flashed a brilliant smile, and placed a hand against Tariq’s arm. “You 

must be her brother? You’re a very handsome young man, aren’t you? I’m Tabby, their mother.” 

Tariq mustered a smile and Cabe materialised at my side, gently extracting me from his mother. She 

watched him slip an arm around me and draw me to Noah, and she seemed to forget about my brother 

again. Noah observed it all with amusement.  

Cabe whispered in my ear as he herded me away, “You either can’t get it out or can’t keep it in, right 

Seph?”  

I wrinkled my nose and Noah laughed.  
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“Sorry,” I whispered.  

“Don’t worry about it.” Cabe gave me a little push beyond Noah, toward a hallway. “We’re going to 

play in the garage for a while, Tab. Come on, Tariq!”  

I was happy enough to escape the kitchen, but the house in general still made me uneasy. I waited for 

Noah once I was out of eyeshot of his mother, and he led me down to the garage with the other two trailing 

behind. There was a ping-pong table set up and a couch facing a gaming system. It looked like a typical 

teenage boy’s playroom. Tariq made a beeline for the ping-pong table and Noah stepped up to the challenge. 

I drifted off to the window, glancing out onto the street. Cabe eventually managed to draw me down to the 

couch and we started playing a video game where robots had to make their way through obstacle courses. 

It was pretty funny. After an hour or so, I was hanging off the side of the couch, laughing. Cabe groaned 

and threw his controller down, causing the other two to come over.  

“What happened?” Tariq looked at the screen.  

“She killed me again.” Cabe groused.  

“Aren’t you on the same team?” Noah squinted at the screen.  

“Yup,” I replied happily. “Wanna play?” 

“You’re on, pretty girl.” 

Noah fell onto the couch beside me, and I had to draw my legs up to make room for him. He picked 

them up and pulled them over his lap. Cabe passed him the controller and captured my feet. I tried to subtly 

pull my legs away, but Cabe held tight, the expression on his face casual. I didn’t dare look at Tariq; it was 

too awkward. I started playing mostly to distract myself from the scratchy feeling creeping along my skin, 

setting my teammate up for inevitable failure, but just before I pressed the button that would send Noah’s 

character falling to his death by collapsing the platform beneath his robot, Cabe started tickling my feet. I 

squealed, jerking one of my legs back. Noah pressed his torso forward, preventing the movement, and Cabe 

recaptured my foot.  

“Nice try.” Cabe flashed a beautiful smile at me, and I laughed.  

“You’re evil,” I said.  

“You’re sneaky,” he countered.  

A ringing sound cut through the room and Noah dug into his pocket, pulled out his phone and pressed 

a button, flashing it up to his ear.  

“Silas?” He waited for a long time, listening. “Hmm… Alright. But if you can hack the signal, wouldn’t 

they simply be able to hack it back?” Pause. “Better to destroy it. Set up a new one. New cameras. Thanks.” 

He hung up and I drew my legs back. This time they let me.  

“Your house was bugged,” he told me apologetically. “Only in the hallway and the common areas. 
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Whoever it was didn’t have access to the bedrooms or bathrooms. The other pictures must have been taken 

from outside.” 

“You said to put in new cameras?” I asked.  

“We’re going to keep an eye on the situation.” 

“What do you mean, keep an eye on the situation?” 

“Once we cut their signals and set up a new private network, they’ll have to get close to your house to 

hack it back. If they do come to your house, we’ll be watching.” 

“You’ll be watching my house,” I repeated numbly. “Can’t you just set up cameras on the outside?” 

“That wouldn’t do any good. Silas has based the new security system on your home computer—” 

“We don’t have a home computer,” Tariq interrupted.  

“You do now.” Noah waved a dismissive hand. “And to regain control of the new system, your… er, 

photographer will need to get inside the house and access the computer. There are endless reasons for a person 

to be inside your house. They could be a friend of your father’s, a tradesman, a salesman, or even one of 

your own friends. There’s no way to know unless we can physically see that computer at all times.” 

They played games for a little while longer as I debated what Noah had said, and then Cabe stood, 

stretching. “We’ve got practise.” 

“You’re on the team already?” Tariq perked up at this. 

“Yeah.” Cabe grinned. “Want to come watch?” 

Tariq nodded enthusiastically and we drove back to the school in my own car. I left Tariq with them 

since their car was still sitting in the lot. I returned home, parked behind the council building and jogged 

down the street to our house. There was a new key under the mat, just as Noah had said there would be. I 

unlocked the door and pushed inside, looking around. I couldn’t spot the cameras anywhere, but I 

wondered who this Silas was, and if he was watching.  

I found the rest of the keys on the kitchen bench and swapped my old ones as the door creaked open 

behind me. I swung around, finding my father’s eyes locked on me. He was drunk, and home early. Usually 

he didn’t stumble inside until around four in the morning, sometimes later. His eyes narrowed and he 

moved toward me. Cautiously, I put the counter between us. He didn’t even glance at the keys.  

“You ran away from me today, Seraph. You’re a bad daughter, you know that?” His voice was deathly 

soft. “I’m going to have to punish you.” 

I tensed my muscles, preparing for a fight. It wouldn’t be the first time.  

“You’re drunk.” My voice was cold and strong. “Go to bed.” 

“I knew you’d come back.” He laughed, and the smell of alcohol washed over me. “Come here, 
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daughter, give your daddy a hug.” 

“Back off, old man.” 

He lunged, belying the sluggish act that he had been putting on. I ducked to the side and he spun quickly 

to follow me, trying to back me into the kitchen. I kicked out, narrowly missing his groin and catching the 

fleshy part of his gut instead. He fell back against the counter and grunted in pain, but pulled himself straight 

and came for me again. He swung out and I tried to dodge again, but he had anticipated my move by 

swinging wide. He caught me across the cheekbone. My head whipped to the side and I felt the familiar 

electricity surging into my fingertips. The air crackled with it, and my father sensed it.  

“Going to use your little magic trick, eh?” 

“Don’t make me, Gerald. Go to bed.” 

He turned, apparently deciding that it wasn’t worth getting zapped again and made to move toward the 

stairs. He reached out to the railing, but then twitched his hand higher, yanking a small frame from the wall 

and throwing it. Caught by surprise, I didn’t block the frame that smacked into my collarbone and he 

laughed derisively as he retreated. I fell back, rubbing at the spot on my chest. I could feel the bruise already.  

The frame was on the ground, broken now, and I glanced down at the smiling faces as I picked it up. I 

had stopped actually looking at the sparse photos that littered our house—they were remnants of a past life, 

of different people. The family that had lived here before ours; admittedly, a family with our names and 

our appearances… but a different family all the same. The previous Seraph Black met my stare now, a crack 

fissuring ominously across her throat, a web of broken glass mottling the previous Tariq Black’s blissfully 

young face. Maryanne Black stood aside in the picture, somehow managing to escape the carnage of 

ruptured glass, simply by setting herself apart from the other occupants of the frame. She had serious green 

eyes and a generous mouth, set into a generously dishonest curve. Dimly, I wondered if she smiled the 

same painful smile in the other pictures around the house… but I didn’t have the heart to check. 

 I shoved the broken frame into a drawer and headed back to the kitchen. My father’s keys were on the 

side table next to the front door and I switched his front door key before heading outside to the garage. I 

unlocked it and left it open, sure that my father was going to pass out for the rest of the night. He never 

usually dared to show his face again after I reminded him of my ‘little magic trick’. I had done it the first 

time when I was thirteen. Spurred on by the sudden urge to shove him, I had somehow managed to 

electrocute him instead. He had said nothing about it the next day. 

I surrounded myself with my colours and began to work on the painting I had started the day before. 

The second coat was easier, but I still took my time with it. As the sky darkened, I hit the light and continued 

to work, losing myself in the soft pastel colours and the emerging face that stared back at me. Just like the 

picture that Gerald had thrown at me, this painting tried to reflect a familiar face back to me, but I had 

changed it too much for it to be an honest portrayal. The eyes were mismatched, one a blue-green and the 

other a blue-violet. It was hard for people to meet my eyes, which was why I so often stared at the ground. 
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The nose was small and narrow, tipped up a little bit at the end. The lips were soft and bow-shaped, a light 

pink. The jaw was angled but delicate, giving an exotic shape to what should have been a clenched jaw. The 

cheekbones were high and sloping, the eyebrows softly arched instead of pulled together in a frown. The 

curl of the hair was fat and lazy, the colour dark as night. It was me, but it wasn’t me. This girl was free. I 

had painted the pain right out of her eyes. I had brushed the smile onto her lips, the ease into the set of her 

jaw. Her skin was unmarked, unbruised. 

She wasn’t me at all.  

A sound broke through my reverie and I jumped away from the painting, looking out to the entrance 

of the garage.  

“We were dropping off Tariq,” Noah said, stepping into the garage.  

Cabe followed him, his eyes taking in the space. “He said you’d be here.” 

I snapped my mouth shut and moved to cover my painting, but Noah caught my hand just in time. I 

tried to yank it back and he looped an arm around me, pulling me clear out of the way. This caught Cabe’s 

interest, and he stepped up to look too.  

“What…” he breathed, stepping in closer.  

Noah tensed behind me, his short gasp stirring against my hair. 

 

*** 

END OF SAMPLE
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Want to read more? 

CLICK HERE to buy the book! 

 


